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T3S Technologies, Inc. is a biotechnology company, based in Salt Lake City, Utah, formed by 
world-renowned microbial geneticists and industry professionals. T3S has developed the most 
advanced bacterial expression system, capable of directly exporting proteins out of the cell 
at a rate several folds greater than any other bacterial secretion system; thus, allowing for 
a significant reduction in the cost of manufacturing that is unmatched by any other expression 
system.  In addition, the T3S system allows for the expression of proteins previously unable or 
difficult to express in a microbial system. The Company also utilizes a proprietary and 
groundbreaking synonymous codon sequence methodology to further optimize maximum 
protein production. Integrating these revolutionary technologies, T3S’ mission is to advance 
bacterial expression systems to dramatically reduce the cost and time of producing biologics. 
T3S is currently seeking non-glycosylated biologics to produce that may be costly or 
difficult to express or process for a feasibility study. 
 
The $230 billion biologics market is rapidly dominating the pharmaceutical industry. It is 
projected that biologics will account for 50% of global spending on medicines by 2020. (1)  As 
the diversity of biologic products emerge, a suitable expression system that can produce these 
products efficiently with relative ease remains elusive. Unfortunately, as well, the cost of 
biologics will quickly become an unsustainable burden on healthcare systems around the world.  
 
A multitude of potential life-saving biologics are unable to be further characterize and developed 
into marketed drugs due to the inability to be produced or processed efficiently. The problems 
are mainly attributed to toxicity of the product to the host organism, various transcriptional or 
translational issues, and protein aggregation or degradation. The T3S system is a microbial 
expression system that utilizes the most robust protein secretion system ever characterized, 
providing export of proteins directly out of the cell at a rate of 10,000 amino acids per second. 
(2) This allows proteins to refold in a more chemically favorable environment free of proteases 
and modifying proteins, and removes the potentially cytotoxic heterologous proteins away from 
the cell.  
 
The T3S platform has been successful in expressing proteins that have never been able to be 
produced in any expression system and is capable of dramatically decreasing the cost of 
downstream processing for existing drugs. As an example, the T3S platform is expected to 
provide a nearly 90% decrease in the cost of manufacturing insulin analogs. Additionally, 
products such as neurotoxins, vaccine candidates, Fabs, enzymes, have all been expressed at 
high titers using the T3S system. (3, 4) 
 
In addition, T3S utilizes a proprietary genetically optimized strain, including genetic sequence 
optimization of synonymous codons to maximize expression of heterologous proteins. This 
manufacturing platform can offer many advantages over the current manufacturing process in E. 
coli including the following: 
 
 
 



• Expression of difficult to express proteins 
Rapid secretion allows for expression of cytotoxic proteins or aggregates from 
preventing cell growth and production. 

• Refolding in an oxidative media 
Our patented secretion system unfolds proteins as they are secreted leading by their N-
terminus, allowing for refolding under optimal conditions and formation of disulfide 
bonds. 

• Limited post translational modifications 
Secretion directly out of the cell allows formation of native disulfide bonds. In addition we 
are working on other modifications, including glycosylation, for other biologic products. 
Proteins expressed using the T3S system requires only chimeric cleavage as a post-
translational modification. 

• Secretion allows for high purity product 
With T3S technology proteins are fully secreted, which prevents cell death from the 
formation and accumulation of inclusion bodies. Thus, T3S’ technology allows for the 
opportunity of a continuous flow production.  

• Reduced chromatographic step:  
By eliminating most post-translational modification steps and harvesting a high purity 
product that is significantly reduced in endotoxins and cellular biomass, the T3S system 
can eliminate many of the chromatographic purification step. This translates to 
enormous savings in terms of both processing time and waste disposal. 

• Increased batch output efficiency: 
Resolubilization represents the most expensive process in both materials and time. The 
T3S increases batch to batch efficiency by eliminating the solubilization bottleneck. 

• Stable cell lines and no cost induction: 
The T3S system utilizes chromosomal expression therefore negating the need for 
selective antibiotics or costly induction chemicals. 

• A scalable solution 
The T3S system has been demonstrated from shake flask to 500 liter fermenters. The 
T3S system is fully capable of industrial scale production. 

 
T3S’ technology offers a lower cost of API than traditional bacterial expression systems. T3S’ 
engineered improvements on both the upstream and downstream process uses only a fraction 
of the time on equipment of current microbial systems and is expected to increase production 
capacity by several fold. Furthermore, the T3S system eliminates much of the significant costs 
of waste disposal by eliminating the majority of the high waste intensive steps, such as 
chromatography and buffer exchange steps. Finally, the efficiency of the T3S process would 
offer immediate time savings even with batch processing, but the potential for continuous 
manufacturing could offer time and cost savings well above our forecast.  

 
T3S Technologies is actively seeking collaborations for protein expression of difficult to express 
or process products. For more information regarding this opportunity and T3S Technologies, 
Inc., please contact our CEO, Dan Wee, Ph.D at dan@t3sbio.com or at (801) 783-8980. 
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